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🔥BREAKING NEWS🔥 The @FBI basically confirms
that Trump and his administration, @FoxNews anchors
and guests, Qanon and William Barr are a new domestic
terrorism threat😲

Yahoo News
@YahooNews

EXCLUSIVE: FBI document, for the first time, warns conspiracy 
theories are a new domestic terrorism threat yhoo.it/2Zo7uAh via 
@janawinter

698 4:01 PM - Aug 1, 2019

725 people are talking about this

🔥🔥🔥The FBI intelligence bulletin from the Phoenix field office, dated May 30,

2019, describes “conspiracy theory-driven domestic extremists” like Qanon and the

Pizzagate conspiracy that were supported by MAGA extremists like General Flynn,

Cernovich, Posobiec, Trump Jr... etc

WHOA‼ The @FBI document specifically names QAnon, a shadowy network that

believes in a “deep state conspiracy” against President Trump- a conspiracy that

@realDonaldTrump, Attorney General William Barr, @KellyannePolls and

@SarahHuckabee and others in his administration promote‼ 
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💥Grounds for Impeachment⁉Trump is the number one promoter of conspiracies

as he tries to feed his #MAGA supporters with FAKE NEWS and propaganda💥The

@potus has become the FBI’s most wanted domestic terrorist‼ @SpeakerPelosi

@MingGao26
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Trump shares Twitter accounts linked to conspiracy theory QAnon - Th…
It’s unclear whether the president knew that he was retweeting QAnon content, as
he often retweets his followers.

https://beta.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-shares-twitter-accounts-linked-to-consp…

The New Domestic Terrorist Threat: QAnon supporters actually running for

Congress⚠

This GOP Challenger to Ilhan Omar ‘100%’ Stands with QAnon | Right …
A project of People For the American Way

https://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/this-gop-challenger-to-ilhan-omar-100-stands-with…

JFC‼ @POTUS actually uses the new domestic terrorist threat to push his political

agenda. How will the @FBI handle the dissemination of conspiracies if the President

and @DonaldJTrumpJr promote them⁉

Trump tags QAnon account in calling for voter ID law
President Trump on Tuesday tagged a Twitter account associated with the QAnon
conspiracy theory as he renewed calls to expand voter identification laws.

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/455343-trump-tags-qanon-account-in-calli…

💥Conspiracies undermine rule of law and erode trust in law enforcement and

elections. Trump spread false claims of voter fraud to explain his popular vote loss in

2016 and refuses to acknowledge RU assistance as an excuse to block election

security bill💥
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McConnell earns 'Moscow Mitch' moniker blocking security bills
Senator Ron Wyden discusses what he sees as an increasing threat from Russia
to U.S. election infrastructure in 2020 and other national security concerns and the
frustration by Democrats at Mitch McC…

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/mcconnell-earns-moscow-mitch-monik…

🤔Consider for a moment how the @FBI announcement that conspiracies are a new

type of domestic terrorist threat relates to real attacks and who promoted them.

Remember the timing of @FoxNews going dark‼ 

Venture Capital

WHOA  Jeffrey Clarke, white supremacist was arrested after 
calling Pittsburgh shooting a “dry run”. He and his brother 
Edward - who killed himself last month- worked on a film w 
@JackPosobiec - who denied knowing him- but here they are
Jack - red, Clarke brothers - blue.

299 12:55 AM - Nov 15, 2018

295 people are talking about this

The timing of @FoxNews going dark is intriguing...👇
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Replying to @kelly2277

The criminal complaint against Jeffrey Clark, a friend of the 
synagogue shooter and @jackposobiec, is dated 11/09/2018. 
The day before, @FoxNews posted its last tweet before it went 
dark  documentcloud.org/documents/5096…
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Jeffrey Clark criminal complaint
Source document contributed to DocumentCloud by Stephen Pope
(Stephen Pope Reports).
documentcloud.org

It’s almost as if the @FBI is talking about Trump... “The FBI assesses these

conspiracy theories very likely will emerge, spread, and evolve in the modern

information marketplace, occasionally driving both groups and individual extremists

to carry out criminal or violent acts"

💥SECRET ARRESTS💥The FBI lists a number of ARRESTS, including some that

have NOT been publicized, “related to violent incidents motivated by fringe beliefs.”

Curious... Trump supporters, no doubt👇

Reddit quarantines Trump subreddit r/The_Donald for violent comments
Reddit has placed controversial subreddit r/The_Donald behind a quarantine wall
after "repeated" misbehavior, including calls for violence against police in Oregon.

https://www.theverge.com/2019/6/26/18759967/reddit-quarantines-the-donald-trump-s…

💥The @FBI makes it VERY clear in their report that social media posting of

conspiracy theories increases the likelihood of violence💥 cc @realDonaldTrump
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😲You know what increases the potential for violence⁉An extremist whose

delusions are validated by someone they look up to or admire that they believe is

credible. 😳

Donald Trump retweets Pizzagate conspiracy theorist, CNN cartoon
Hours after he made a statement condemning white supremacists, President
Trump seemed to call that into question by making some questionable retweets.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/08/15/donald-trump-retw…
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